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The dynamic instability of microtubules is powered by the addition and removal of tubulin 24 dimers at the ends of the microtubule. Apart from the end, the microtubule shaft is not considered 25 to be dynamic. However recent evidence suggests that free dimers can be incorporated into the 26 shaft of a microtubule damaged by mechanical stress. Here we explored whether dimer exchange 27 was a core property of the microtubule lattice independently of any external constraint. We found 28 that dimers can be removed from and incorporated into the lattice at sites along the microtubule 29 shaft. Furthermore, we showed by experiment and by modeling that rapid dimer renewal requires 30 structural defects in the lattice, which occur in fast growing microtubules. Hence long-lived 
56
The hypothesis of lateral exchange of tubulin dimers along the microtubule shaft had been 57 predicated on the notion that the lattice bending and breakage would trigger the exchange.
58
However, lattice self-repair has been observed under rather small hydrodynamic drag forces (1 pN 
RESULTS
64
We tested the possibility of spontaneous microtubule turnover by growing microtubules in vitro from purified brain tubulin (Weisenberg, 1972) . Dynamic microtubules were nucleated from 66 short taxol-stabilized microtubule seeds and elongated in the presence of 20 µM of free tubulin 67 dimers ("tubulin growth" condition), 10% of which was labeled with red fluorophores (Fig. 1a, step I ).
68
Microtubule seeds were grafted on micropatterned sites surrounded by anti-fouling coating to step III). After washout of the free tubulin (Fig 1a, step IV) , green tubulin spots became apparent 81 along microtubule shafts (Fig. 1b) . This method revealed that tubulin incorporation can occur 82 spontaneously, ie in the absence of external bending forces, in less than 15 minutes.
83
Tubulin dimer incorporation appeared to be a cooperative process because the sites of 84 incorporation ranged in length from less than 1 µm up to 6 µm, which suggested up to several 85 hundreds of dimers were included (Fig. 1b) . For dynamic microtubules, the law of mass action 86 requires that the polymerization speed at the growing microtubule end depends on the 87 concentration of free tubulin (Mitchison and Kirschner, 1984) . We therefore hypothesized that 88 tubulin incorporation into the lattice would also depend on the concentration of free tubulin. To test 89 this hypothesis, microtubules generated in the tubulin-growth process were exposed to different 90 concentrations of free-tubulin in the tubulin-exchange process. Sites of incorporated tubulin were 91 identified using line scans of green-fluorescence intensity along the microtubule and corresponded
92
to zones of fluoresecence intensity that were at least 2.5-fold higher than the background 93 fluorescence. At subcritical (7 µM) and critical concentrations (14 µM), the frequencies of tubulin-94 incorporation sites were 0.02/µm and 0.03/µm, respectively. At 20 µM, the frequency increased to 95 0.09/µm (see Fig. 1c ). Therefore, tubulin incorporation into the shaft is dependent on the 96 concentration of free tubulin, as has been found at end of the microtubule.
5
A genuine turnover process would imply that some dimers also leave the lattice. This means 98 that, if no incorporation occurs, microtubules should exhibit marked dimer loss. To verify this, we 99 monitored end-capped microtubules in the absence of free tubulin in the solution. We found that 100 microtubules developed soft, flexible regions a few micrometers in length, which continued to 101 spread along the microtubule shafts. The highly bent regions eventually broke after 10 ± 5 min,
102
followed by rapid shortening of the remaining microtubule ends (Fig. 1d) . This indicated that tubulin 103 is lost preferentially in a longitudinal direction and in a cooperative process, as expected for an Table S1 and Supplementary Fig. S1 ).
120
To model the experiments of end-stabilized microtubules (Fig. 1b) , we simulated the exchange of was considered too low to be detectable experimentally (Fig. 2c) . The simulation showed an 124 exchange of about 1 dimer per helical turn would rather take several hours and be distributed nearly 125 homogeneously along the microtubule (Fig. 2d) . We concluded that this model of a regular lattice,
126
where all dimers interact with four neighbors, was not sufficient to explain the localized exchange 127 patterns.
128
The experimentally observed incorporation patterns, made of few long stretches rather than 129 numerous dispersed spots (Figs. 1b,c) , suggested that some lattice sites might be structurally 
138
We therefore extended our Monte-Carlo model to simulate the microtubule dynamics at transitions 139 between 12 and 13 protofilament lattice conformations via dislocation defects. Thereby we 140 postulated (i) that a passive lattice breathing mechanism occurs at the defect site (Fig. 2e) (Fig. 2g) , the elongation of the free protofilament ends was below the detection limit.
149
Growth speed of plus and minus protofilament ends at the dislocation defect was dependent on the 150 dislocation energy penalty G s and the free tubulin concentration (Fig. 2h) . Overall, rapid tubulin 151 turnover at the defect was a robust behavior, which can be simulated over a broad range of 152 parameters in the Monte Carlo model (see Supplementary Fig. S1 ). Hence the numerical simulations
153
show that small lattice imperfections with little impact on overall microtubule appearance (width 154 and curvature) are sufficient to promote turnover. They also predict that the frequency of 155 dislocation defects should directly impact the frequency of the sites of tubulin turnover.
156
Lattice defects have been previously observed by cryo-electron microscopy on microtubules 
175
With this approach, the characteristic transition from 13 to 14 protofilaments can be observed ( Fig.   176 3b), with the transition region marked as a ~75 nm length gap in the microtubule lattice (Fig.3b ).
177
Also, small protofilament extensions can occasionally be observed in the transition region ( 
182
We then took advantage of the relationship between microtubule growth rate and lattice-183 defect frequency to modulate the latter and test its direct contribution to the regulation of tubulin 
342
Microtubules grown at 20 M tubulin concentration were exposed to 7 M, 14 M and 20 M of 
427
Four inlet and outlet ports were made in the PDMS device using 0.5 mm soft substrate punches 
447
The PDMS chip was placed on a micropatterned cover glass and fixed on the microscope stage. The 
18
Cryo-electron tomography was performed on microtubules self-assembled from phosphocellulose- Furthermore, we assumed a small destabilizing energy,G C , for dimers in the 12 protofilament 525 lattice compared with the 13 protofilament lattice, and a destabilizing energy, G S , for the dimer 526 located directly at the dislocation defect.
527
For the passive process of polymerization and depolymerization, the principle of detailed balance 528 was assumed to hold and therefore on and off rate constants were coupled by the relation (De Groot 
541
dimers that can polymerize into a lattice structure and depolymerize or hydrolyze into GDP dimers;
542
and GDP dimers that can depolymerize from the lattice.
543
At dislocation defects, the lattice can breathe (i.e. open with rate constant k br to create an 544 empty lattice site and close with rate constant k cl to annihilate an empty lattice site) as shown in Fig.   545 2e. Because breathing is a reversible process k br and k cl are related by
where G BR denotes the difference in lattice free energy between the closed and open lattice state 547 20 and it contains contributions from the conformational energy penalty for a 12 protofilament lattice, 548 which accelerates opening because a less favorable 12 protofilament lattice is receding in favor of a 549 more stable 13 protofilament lattice, and contributions from the lateral binding energy of the bond 550 which will be opened and the release in defect strain energy. G BR depends on the occupation of the 551 lattice sites in proximity to the defect.
552
Monte-Carlo simulations were performed using a custom-written C code. Unless stated otherwise,
553
we used the following parameters listed in Table S1 . fully occupied lattice at the dislocation Table S1 : Parameter values used for the Monte-Carlo simulations unless stated otherwise. 
